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Abstract

Machine learning and decision theoretic techniques offer the potential for dramatically reducing the amount of human labor required in crowdsourcing applications. A large amount of recent work has addressed solving “consensus tasks” such as answering multiple-choice questions using responses from noisy workers (Dai et al. 2013; Kamar, Hacker, and Horvitz 2012; Raykar et al. 2010; Sheng, Provost, and Ipeirotis 2008; Wauthier and Jordan 2011; Welinder et al. 2010; Whitehill et al. 2009). However, another important class of problems that has not been studied in this setting is multi-label classification tasks, which require matching dataset items to subsets of labels. A straightforward way to solve these problems is to treat each item-label pair as a binary consensus task. Since consensus tasks are frequently solved by threshold voting (which includes majority voting as a special case), we first present easy-to-implement improvements to these methods that reduce the amount of labor required with little or no loss in performance.

Next, we present a decision-theoretic approach with two components: (1) a noisy worker model that allows a worker to be probabilistically accurate and estimates the true value of item-label relationships based on probabilistic inference, and (2) a controller that chooses, for each item, which questions provide the maximum value of information toward a joint categorization. We demonstrate that an inference model that exploits learned dependencies between labels achieves statistically significant improvement over models that assume labels are independent. Our results extend to the practical situation where one is interested in generating a worker task which includes a batch of related questions (labels), as is common practice in online labor marketplaces.

Multi-label classification has many applications, one of which is as a subroutine in the CASCADE taxonomy creation algorithm (Chilton et al. 2013). While CASCADE needs only unskilled labor and produces taxonomies whose quality approaches that of human experts, it uses significantly more labor than experts, largely concentrated in solving a multi-label classification task. Substituting our optimized classification approach, therefore, offers potential savings. We present live experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk showing that our best combination of policies matches the accuracies achieved by CASCADE’s threshold voting method using less than 10% as much labor.
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